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City Engineer Tom Chini responded to criticism over closing a portion
of 'D' Street during the opening of college fall quarter, saying it was either
now or during rodeo• .
from the Ellensburg Daily Record
-J
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by Patty Piper
catalog editor

October 6, 1972
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B.A. Degree applications are
now being accepted in the Registrar's Office for fall quarter 1972
graduation. The deadline for all
applications is TODAY!
ASC MOVIE
The ASC movie "Diary of a Mad
'Housewife'' will be shown tonight and tomorrow night from
7-9 p.m. in the SUB theatre. Admission is 75 cents with ASC card
required.
BAHA'I OPEN HOUSE
The Baha'i faith is hosting an
open house Sunday at 1 p.m. at
706 4th Ave. E. Non-members
interested in joining are welcome! Come and get acquainted.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, I.V.C.F., an interdemoninational group, will be
meeting Sunday at 8 p.m. at the
''brown house'' on the corner -of
6th Ave. & Chestnur St. Paul
F.oster, staff worker from the·
UW, will be speaking on "Campus Priorities." Everyone is in-

vited! Refreshments will be
served. Call 925-3674 if you have
any questions.
·
HOLMES STUDY HALL
Beginning Sunday, Holmes
Dining Hall will be open from
7-10 p.m. every Sunday through
Thursday for studying. Tutoring
services also will be available to
students from 8-10 p.m. on these
evenings.
AF ROTC
Central's Air Force ROTC Detachment will hold an Air Force
Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT)
this Tuesday and Wednesday
from 8. a.m. to 5 p.m. at Peterson Hall.
Interested young men and women desiring further information
can stop by Peterson Hall or call
963-2314. Passing · this test is a
must for those desiring to enter
the ROTC program. This does
not commit a person to entering
the program.
COFFEE HOUSE
Continuing to be
entertainment is
Dixie" with "Coats

CONCERTS
popular, free
"Bruce and
and Carlson"

to be presented in the SUB Pit.
Entertainment will begin this
Tuesday at noon and will continue on Wednesday and Thursday
from 7: 30 to 10 p.m.

c.s.c.o.
The Christian Science College
Organization meets this Tuesday
at 6 p.m. in SUB 206. Everyone
is welcome to attend.
CHESS EXHIBITION
Dazzling Dave Collyer, Northwest junior chess champion, will
present a simultaneous exhibiton
on Thursday in . the SUB pit.
Play will begin at 11 a.m. and is
free to both spectators and participants alike. Those who would
like to play are advised to bring
chess sets and boards.
DOORBELLERSNEEDED!
ATTENTION! On Saturday,
Oct. 14 students are needed for
doorbelling in Vancouver, Wash.
for Stu Bledsoe. Following the
doorbelling there will be a kegger. All interested students may
contact Joni Sherman at 9254618. Transportation will be
furnished.

(STEREOCRAFTS '439°0 .stereo system)

More
than you expect
for less than you
expected.
I

"1~· ·.
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Gil Braida, director of Facilities Planning and Construction, announced Tuesday that beginning next Monday foot and vehicle traffic
would be somewhat impaired due to construction and excavation for
a new electrical substation.
The construction will include a trench for underground ducts to
extend from the current ·substation south of the railroad underpass to
the Anderson-Barto service drive.
Vehicle traffic can be expected to be limited during some of the
construction, and access to the G-2 parking lot will be easiest by the
Health Center entrance.

P.y rolysis grant denied
Possibilities for the construction of a pyrolysis unit at Central may
have fallen through after the Environmental Protection Agency denied
a $4.8 million grant request.
The refusal was announced by Dee Eberhart, Central's resource
planning director in a letter to Kittitas County commissioners.
A pyrolysis unit burns solid waste to realize a low BTU gas byproduct. Such a unit would feasibly solve the county waste problem.
Heat also would be supplied to the campus which presently uses a
combination of gas, oil and coal fuels.
According to Eberhart, "the concept has merit for waste disposal
and energy creation." He added that if alternate funding sources
materialize "we may wish to reapply for development money."
Leon Breckenridge, college engineer, alluded to other fund sources
which might be tapped, but would not elaborate.

Chess exhibition to begin
Dave Collyer, Northwest junior chess champion, will present an
exhibition on next Thursday in the SUB pit. Play will begin at 11 a.m.
and is free to both spectators and participants.
Collyer will simultaneously play as many opponents as can be
crowded around the exhibition tables. Although "Northwest Chess"
rates him an expert, the difficulties in keeping track pf 15-20 games
at once improves the amateur's chances considerably. Players at all
levels of ability are welcome to participate, but are encouraged to
bring their own chess sets and boards, as they may be in short supply
at the exhibition site.
The event is sponsored by the Ellensburg Chess Club and will be
followed on Saturday by the Kittitas County Open chess tournament.

String quartet to perform
The Philadelphia String Quartet will be on campus Monday
through Wednesday of next week to give performances and demonstrations.
· The group will present free formal concerts on Monday at 8: 30 p.m.
and Wednesday at 8: 15 p.m. in Hertz recital hall. ·
The quartet will play selections from Mozart, Shostakovich, and
Beethoven.
Acting as artists in residence for the state's five colleges and universities, the Philadelphia String Quartet will visit all the schools
three times during the academic year.
Between concerts on campus next week, the quartet will be guests
in Central music classes.

Legislators make switch
Stereo systems in the $400 price range, while
not unpleasant to listen to, have not as a rule
provided that last bit of musical accuracy for
those who take their listening very seriously.
Our $439 Advent-Pioneer-Garrard-ADC stereo
system has changed all that, as many of our
customers who own 'it wiU testify.
. .The smaller Advent loudspeakers are a
startling spea15,er bargain, of which highlyrespected Stereo Review Magazine said,
"Any preconceived ideas you may have about
the limitations of sub-compact ·speaker systems will, we think, be shattered" The Pioneer SX525 AM-FM stereo receiver provides

sufficient power (over 42 RMS watts of it) to
handle the most tortuous muscial passages in
.the average living room, and its sensitive
tuner will capture your favorite radio stations
with clarity. The Garrade SL55B automatic
turntable with ADC 250XE cartridge with diamond stylus will treat your records gently and
add no unpleasant sounds of its own.
Together, these remarkable components cost
a savings of $80 over their usual
1 just $439 individual prices. If you've thought that a stereo
system in this price range couldn't provide
quite enough sonic satisfaction, we invite you
. to visit Stereocraft and learn otherwise.

When it was brought up at the ASC legislature meeting last Monday
night that two legislators were no longer living in the areas they
represented, Dan O'Leary pulled a fast one.
Sandy Robinson, representing off-campus students, had moved into
a dormitory during the summer, and Bob Atwell, an on-campus
representative, had moved off campus. There was the problem confronting the guardians of good government.
Acting within his authority as ASC Executive Vice-President,
O'Leary immediately accepted the letters of resignation from both, to
be officially voted on at. the next ASC meeting. After the vote, O'Leary
will then appoint two students to fill the vacated seats.
Guess who will get 't hem? Rep. Sandy Robinson will be the new
on-campus representative, and Bob Atwell will do the same for off
campus.

PANASONIC®
AN-142 The Lantana
Exceptionally Beautiful 12"
Portable T.V. 100 degrees deflection aluminized picture tube.
Speed-0-Vision. Detachable tinted
screen. 3Y2 " round dynamic
speaker. Available in antique
white or harvest gold . With
earphone. Local Service !

962-2830

Lowest Record Prices In Town

962-2830

LOWEST RECORD PRICES IN TOWN .

ifE.RE.0 CRAl=T

WHY PAY MORE?

408 N. Pearl

List
$114.95

$8995
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Editor's focus:.

ASC c-r edibility questioned

by Douglas Hosner
managing editor

Signs of internal dissension and
a breakdown in communications
surfaced this week among the
leaders of Central ' s student
government.
Although the student leaders
claim their problems are being
resolved , a situation still exists
which could damage seriously
the credibility of their government.
The problems have resulted in
part from the job performances
by ASC executives and their
employes during the past summer session, especially as they
relate to record salary expenditures made then in order that
those executives could afford to
_;fay on campus.
Initial reports originating in
the ASC offices, for example,
said Administrative Vice President Dywain Berkins was asked
to resign because of a poor job
performance while being paid
double his regular_salary.

doubt on these reports since, but
the full extent of this situation
and other problems within the
ASC have not been made any
clearer following talks with student leaders.
r

double the salary of one executhe .dike through which the Ber- "Berkins was paid to be on
tive, usually the president or his
kins reports were able to find . campus."
appointed representative, to keep
their way into the Crier office.
According to Harrison, Berkins
the student government operative
But because there are con- was on campus and did perform
tradicting · opinions on who did the jobs assigned to him. At -the
during the summer months.
This summer then, thanks to
what this summer, and how well, same time, though, Harrison
efforts by Dudley one month bethe Berkins issue cannot be re- acknowledges that pressure on
fore he turned over the ASC to
solved easily; perhaps not at all.
Berkins did come to his attention
For his part, Berkins denies ~nd that he moved in to stop it.
new officers, it was possible for
all the executives to stay on
that pressure was put on him to
One of his moves was to dock
campus.
resign or that there were any temporarily Berkins' September
Steve Harrison, ASC president,
indescretions committed by him salary by $100. That money,
and Berkins chose to stay on, at , on the job.
according to Berk.ins, has been
He is supported in this by returned to him since.
$400 and $300 a ~ month
respectively.
Steve Harrison, who says flatly,
(Continued on page 5)
Executive Vice President Dan
O'Leary did not remain on
campus, choosing instead to take
a job in Olympia.
Both Harrison and Berkins
The College Plan for the College Man
hired assistants, as they were
and WQman
permitted to do within their
budget, bringing ASC salaries
among them to well more than
next to
$3000 for the summer.

COLLEGE MASTER

To understand the entire situation which made these problems
/ possible, though, it is necessary
to go back to Feb. 28 of this year.
On that date, the Associated
Student Legislature accepted · a
proposal by then-President Tom
Dudley regarding executive salaries. The minutes from that
meeting read as follows:
''Tom Dudley proposed that
· ASC executives that stay for
summer session be paid double
the regular monthly salaries since
they, could be earning a lot
more if they had a regular summer job.
"Motion 2-W-7-8: It was moved
by Tom Dudley and seconded
by Conn-ie Hobbs to establish
the executive salaries at $200 a
month for president and $150 for
Dywain Berkins
the executive and administrative
vice presidents for the academic
The pressure exerted on Beryear. During the summer-June,
kins, according to information
July, August and September,
given the Crier, was the result
they would be paid double the
of his reported lack of attention
regular salary for the academic
to his job and a report that he
accepted part ot' his summer year. Passed: By hand vote."
Previous to the establishment
salary while absent t'or a time
of this policy, it was the custom;rom Ellensburg.
ary pro~edure of the ASC to
Qualified denials have shed

The question which has been
raised since, , and a possible
source of the dissension in the
ASC offices, is wh"e ther Central ,
students got their money's worth
in representation.
Interviews with those involved
here produced some conflicting
opinions on this issue, and as the
story has developed, it begins to
appear that students here have
been over-represented by their
elected leaders.
Discussing themselves individually, all the parties involved
(executives and their employes)
expresss satisfaction with the
jobs they each performed this
summer.
Discussing each other, however,
there appears to be considerably
less satisfaction, and questions
about whether their co-workers
really earned their salari.e s.
This breakdown in communications is the apparent crack in

For further in.formation, call 963-2885
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Legislation cause of chaos
If Washington bureaucrats hope to secure the
youth vote next month, they'd better do some fast
talking.
And they'd better start with recent changes in
the federally insured student loan programs which
has left thousands of college students in the country without funds for school this fall.
More than 400 students at Central alone have
been affected by the loan delays, according to
John Liboky, director of financial aids here.
Weeks after his office had awarded aid to students, Congress threw a monkey wrench into an
operation that doesn't always flow smoothly anyhow.
By July 1, the nation 's colleges were expected
to initiate the new federally insured loan program,
signed into law June 23 by President Nixon.
What resulted was chaos.
Financial aid directors like Liboky, on eight days
notice, were to report changes in aid granted
several weeks earlier to all students, most of whom
had left the area for summer employment.
They also were expected to mail out new loan
applications and have new promissory notes printed.
These changes caused more work for financial
aids offices and loaning agencies and more red
tape for students as well.
Enacted as a part of the Higher Education Bill
and later revised somewhat by the Dep&rtment
of Health, Education and Welfare, the bill makes
changes in both the guaranteed student loan and
former National Defense Loan, now the National
Direct Student Loan.
Under the new provisions, students applying for
the guaranteed loans are required to submit a
supplemental form which would determine whether
the government or the applicant would pay the
interest on the loan based on their own or their
.P arent's income.
Also affected by the educational amendments is
the cancellation aspect of the NDS loan whereby
teachers receive a ten per cent cancellation of the
loan for each year they teach up to 50 per cent.

Urges McG
·support?
You George McGovern supporters ~t there
looking for ,ammunition to use in the holy war
against Cae_fain Amerika ·himself, . Richard Nixon,
a.k.a. the irrince of Darkness, need only look as
far as your local library.
There you will find any number of periodicals
just brimming with pithy quotes from St. George
that you can use to impress your right-wing fascist
friends and neighbors.
For instance, here's one that clearly demonstrates the simple decency of the man, that endearing compassion:
"I don't welcome anybody's death, but (J. Edgar)
Hoover had lived beyond the normal years, so I
~ouldn't feel the pathos I would for a young man.
I could feel nothing but relief that he was no
longer a public servant."
That one will be especially helpful when trying
to impress your more elderly right-wing fascist
friends and neighbors.
Here's one that just glows with George's selfeffacing humility:
"I think I am moving with an advance guard
that the majority of American people are ready to
rally around."
That ought to take care of those silly arguments
about elitism, and as an added plus, should make
folks forget all that nonsense about Henry Wallace.
This example of the McGovern logic speaks for
itself:
"I think that is going to be the chief test of the
next President - whether he can stand up to the
military - and I don't mean the Russians or the
Chinese - I mean our own.','
No campaign would be complete without a credo
the candidate and his supporters can look back to
for philosophical roots:
"The puritan ethic of work was a dominant factor
in my childhood."
With that one you should be able to demonstrate
easily the obvious influence on McGovern's current
economic positions.
Finally, from his acceptance speech, here's a
gem of ~he M'cGovern political wisdom:
" ... I think we learned from watching the Republicans four years ago as they selected their
vice-presidential nominee that it pays to take a
little more time."
See you on the campaign trail!

Now, only those who teach in low income areas
or work with handicapped children and veterans
who have served-in combat areas are eligible for
the cancellation benefits. ·
Most Central education majors who already had
signed promissory notes for the old NDS program
in June, are affected by this change because
most will be teaching in the " normal school situation," according to Liboky.
As student loan applications began to back up
and students took out frustrations on employes of
loaning agencies, the banks in turn must have
applied some pressure on the government by refusing to process the applications while financial
aids directors like Liboky mailed telegrams to their
congressmen.
A backlog of an estimated 300,000 student loan
applications resulted in this state alone from this
rather untimely piece of legislation.
Faced with chaos and unprepared to suffer the
consequences of its actions, Congress passed
emergency legislation asked for by President Nixon.
It was back to the drawing board for bureaucrats
who'd failed to provide satisfactory legislation. at
. a convenient time.
And what was drawn up - rather dug up - was
the old federally insured loan program. This
"emergency legislation," which Nixon signed
Aug. 19, reinstated the old program until next
March.
It was the least Congress could do to ease the '
chaos.
Yet the administration has never admitted the
fu!l_ scope of its blunder.
HEW seems to hint at it in an understated release issued recently: "Since the 1972 amendments
went into effect for this program only eight days
following enactment, the changes caused a great
deal of confusion and loan activity was delayed."
Confusion scarely describes what grew out of
the short-lived program changes.
Bureaucrats, who devised amendments to the
Higher Education Bill, displayed ignorance on the
deadlines financial aids offices at colleges and
universities throughout the country must meet.
It's evident that those who have been sitting on
higher education committees for. years have yet
to learn that the thousands of students who apply
for financial aid through their colleges each year
submit these applications by April.
Even the Parents' ·or Student's Confidential
Statement, a national criteria used for determining
a student's financial needs, must be mailed to one
of three national evaluating centers early each
spring.
Then by June, most colleges and universities
are notified by the federal government as to what
funds will be available to them for th.e following
school year.
We suggest that bureaucrats could save themselves some headaches by studying what affects
their legislation will have on the policies and
deadlines set by agencies subordinate to them.
Not only were these changes untimely, they
formed poor legislation.
Although this legislation raises the maximum
amount available for each loan and increases the
cancellation benefits for some in the NDSL program, these favorable changes don't override the
harm caused by 't he recent amendm(!nts.
With college enrollments dropping each year,
congressmen could do well to consider how students react to more red tape and delays in loan
grants.
We further suggest that instead of proposing
legislation that will keep scores of students from
receiving interest free subsidies while in school,
Congress should be revamping · the Higher Education Bill to make it easier for students to finance
their college educations.
The former NDSL program is a case in point.
Initiated in 1958, the program offers a maximum
loan amount of $1000. Since the program's inception, this amount hasn't increased while college
expenses have more than doubled.
Instead of raising the maximum amou.nts of all
federally insured loans available to students, our
congressmen earn their pay by changing program
titles and dropping some benefits.
These same bureaucrats seem to forget that their
constituents use ballots to barter for some
consideration.
They now are asking for a sympathetic understanding of their problems - and a vote on
Nov. 7.
Let's reply to their appeals with as much
enthusiasm and concern as these congressmen
have shown for student problems. '

G&o.r0 u71©
,, THOSE WHO CARRY A PERCE Sl6N IN ONE
HAttD AND A ROCK OA BRICK. IN TUE OTU£R ,,
ARE TUE 6Rf.ATE5T ,.,,POUUTES or OOR T_IMEI
Spiro Agnew

letters to the editor
Urges McGov_e rn support
To the editor,
Sen. George McGovern won a
historical victory when he _captured the Democratic presidential
nomination. He did it despite the
polls and political analysts who
were calling it an impossible goal
for the South Dakotan to attain.
He did it without selling pis soul
to fat cat businessmen or political
power brokers.
He did it because he sensed
that this nation was ready for
progressive change. He took his
case to the Am~rican people and
they responded. It was you and
I, the political grassroots of this
country that helped George Mcgovern win the nomination. We
volunteered our time and our
money and we won.
Now is the time to redouble

our efforts. Sen. McGovern is in
the midst of the inost difficult
struggle of his political career.
He is pitted against the Nixon
machine, its war chest brimming
with secret contributions from
the chosen few. But we have
the issues and the most effective
grassroots organization in political history. We can win! We
shall win because we must win.
The opportunity for change is
within our grasp. w_e must all get
behind the McGovern/Shriver
team. Please call 925-1650 and
let us know what · you can do.
For your country's sake · do it
now.
Carl A. Olson
campus coordinator
Committee to Elect
.McGovern/Shriver
W• \ .. •.. (. 10••
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Editor's focus:
Steve Mayeda, now a graduate
student, was hired by Berkins as
an "executive coordinator." At
the same time, he was on salary
for the Social Activities Board.
Because many of the jobs he
did for the two employers were
related to each other, Mayeda
found his ASC salary for August
withheld.
Dean Don Wise refused to sign
his pay voucher, and explains
his decision as a question of
legality.
Mayeda, however, contends
that there was no duplication of
work involved, although he has
decided not to pursue the issue
of his salary.
The matter of hiring assistants
is, of course, central to the problems being experienc·ed by the
ASC leaders.
By their own admission, Harrison and Berkins worked an average of four or five hours a day.
- The nature of their work, as
Berkins describes it, was a lot of
"merital pressure."
They found it necessary under
this "mental pressure" to hire
assistants, who it turns · out also
worked an average of four or
five hours a day.
What needs to be asked, then,
is whether two people, working
in an organized fashion, could
have done the job working eight
Steve Mayeda
jtours a day each.
In such areas as the preparaIt seems likely they could have,
tiof.ls for New Student Week and
just as it seems certain that there
new student registration, comwas a waste of manpower and
piling of handbooks and a stumoney during the summer.
dent telephone directory, work on
What all of this points to, of
the College Council, and a variety
course; is the serious organizaof other activities, the ASC
tional problem within the ASC,
executives and their employes · made possible . by some other
have worked all summer in overtempting legislation.
lapping efforts.
And that problem has made
possible the internal personality
In one instance, this developconflicts now plaguing the ASC,
ment created a situation in which
conflicts · which have resulted in
an illegal duplication of salary
getting the dirty linen of the
expenditures was possible.

-

CHRISTMAS -IN MAZATLAN

Job responsibility overlaps
(Continued from page 3)
While Harrison remains otherwise firm in support of Berkins,
other sources inside and outside
of the ASC offices contradict his
assessment of Berkins' work, sayin effect that Berkins did not
spend enough time on campus or
fulfill his obligations.
While the Berkins issue is unclear, another source- of trouble
is more easily understood.
What has· become plainly evident in the interviews conducted
with the student leaders is- the
duplication of job responsibilities
that developed in the summer.

-~-

student guvernment aired in
public.
It seems imperative to suggest
to the student leaders involved
here that unless they set themselves right, they are liable to
suffer more such indignities.

Senior
meetings
scheduled
Placement meetings for all
seniors and graduate. students
who plan to enter teaching or
administrative work at the elementary, secondary or community college level, either at midyear or next fall, will be held
Oct. 10, 11 and 12.
The' Career Planning and Placement Center advises seniors
planning to student teach winter
or spring quarters to establish
their placement files this quarter.
Students -who want to utilize
the services of the college placement service in obtaining teaching or administrative positions
should attend one of the following meetings to receive placement instructions and registration
materials. The Tuesday and Wednesday meetings will be held in
McConnell Auditorium at 3 p.m.
and 4 p.m. respectively. The
Thursday meeting will be held in
room 101 in Black Hall. All
meetings will last roughly 45
minutes.

PATRONIZE
THE CRIER
ADVERTISERS
.

DECEMBER 23-30, 1972
Have a Merry Christmas this year -in the resort
city of MAZATLAN on the West Coast of
MEXICO.

Air Fare -

• 155°0

HOTEL, BREAKFAST, DINNER $111.00
Telephones:
Dr. Crum
Mrs. MacPherson
(509) 963-1671
(206) 623-0950
To: Dr. J. Wesley Crum
No. 7 Black Hall, CWSC
Ellensburg, Wash. 98926
am interested in Christmas in Mazatlan. Please send
information and. reservation form.
Name
· Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Telephone - - - - - - - N o . of Persons-----
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Alder street parking:
musical car situation
Students parking their cars on
Alder and 18th Streets in the
vicinity of Student Village will
have to start playing musical
cars in the near 'future, due to a
new city ordinace.
The ordinance, passed last
month by the City Council, allows for parking in these areas
on alternate. sides of the street.
In essence it goes like this: On
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
parking will be on the right side
of the street, and on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, on the
left side. Both sides may be used
on Sundays and holidays.
This will be on a six month
trial basis and is the result of
a search for a method of allowing
cars to be parked on these
streets without hampering snow
removal efforts this winter as
well as routine street cleaning.

$

$

$
$

Linda $chodt, PAC chairman,
stressed cooperation by the
affected students. She felt if the
city· was to have too many problems with parked cars, they
might decide to initiate one of the .
alternate considerations, which
was to eliminate parking completely in the evening.
This was confirmed by Tom
Chini, city engineer for Ellensburg. In his opinion, the latter
consideration " appeared to be the
most popular" with the subcommittee wo~king on the matter.
The ordinance is supposed to
be in effect now, but has been
postponed until signs can be
posted. They should be up within
two weeks. rraffic tickets will
be issued soon after.
There still is ample parking
space in the Village parking lot
for those wishing to pay the
price.

so~

s

$

Pool professional· impressive

A CASE$
IS NOW BEING PAID ON
TALL 12 OZ. NON-RETURNABLE
BOTTLES

"IT'S A BALL" - That's what any person might say if he could earn as much as $27,000 an evening as
professional pool player Jack White claims he can. White was on campus Tuesday demonstrating his
proficiency. (Photo by Chang P. Jay)

$

by Kipy Poyser
staff writer
I

Jack White, Doctor of Poolology (Notre Dame), demonstrated
his off-hand wit and mastery 'of
the game here Tuesday in the
SUB Games Room.

$
$
Every empty bottle and can of Olympia Beer
is recyclable.
So after enjoying the refreshing taste
of good cold Oly,
don't throw away those empties . .
Return them to your nearest Olympia distributor.
He'll give you cash.
Jt's one of the programs Olympia has
to help keep Washington a little cleaner.

The exhibition began with a
·high-stakes Eight Ball match.
Generous Jack offered champagne and $100 to everyone in
the room if someone could def eat
him. Skip Anderson, a patron of
Goofy's and alleged to be a
champiQn in his own right~- step-

ped forward to earn the cash for
his fellow students.
Skip's two wins were enthusiastically received, but he dropped
six games to lose the match.
White is a professional and
has earned as much as $27,000
for an evening's work. Asked if
he ever had "off days," h~ replied, "You don't ask a surgeon
that sort of thing."
He learned to play at eight and
the choice of a career was determined by a visit to a construction
site. His father, also a professional pool player, pointed out, .
"You can either do that, or play
pool."

Travel the peaceful road. to a
better life the natural foods way.

VALLEY SPECIALTY FOODS
111 W. 6th Avenue -

925-2505

NOW HIRING
*** ·* ********

Jack White has played before
the Queen of England and for
Presidents Johnson, Kennedy and
Nixon. A query about Nixon's
skill at the pool table received
the caustic answer, "He plays
pool just like he runs his office."
Most students came to see the
trick shots and were duly delighted by pool that seemed to
defy various physical laws. Balls
were lured to the pockets regardless of their incongruous position.
White's ·analysis of the most important thing in shooting was
"not to miss."
Whit-e dismissed psyching one's
self up for a game. He said, "I
just remember where I came
from-I came from a poor
neighborhood-I ain't poor no
more."
The pool player's tour will take
him to 83 colleges in 44 states.
He complimented Central for a
nice campus, though he ·round
bicyclists a dangerous breed.
Apparently students here appreciated the show. At both noon
and evening exhibitions the
Games Room was crowded to
capacity.

REPUTABLE ORGANIZATION SEEKS
QUALIFIED MEN AND WOMEN FOR
TWO-YEAR TRAINING PROGRAM

ACCOMPLISH TRAINING WHILE YOU
COMPLETE COLLEGE
$100 PER MONTH WHILE TRAINING
CHALLENGING, INTERESTING, AND
RESPONSIBLE WORK
GOOD PAY AND ADVANCEMENT
The Olympia Brewing Company, Tumwater, Washington
asks you to pitch in to help fight litter. *Oly*

ELLENSBURG JUNIOR
CHAMBER .OF COMMERCE
6th and Main

SAT. MORNINGS 9-12

EXCELLENT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

For information contact the Air Force
R.O.T.C. office at Peterson Hall - 963-2314

USAF R.O.T.C.
IT'S A GOOD DEAl

Service Without
A Service
Charge
Airline & Railroad

October 6, 1972 -
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MENU
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B.IG JOHN'S
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HOME OF BIG JOHN BURGER

c.n
::D
<

908 EAST 10th AVENUE

0
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BIG JOHN BASKET

BURGER BASKE-TS

BURGER AND FRIES

$1.15
n
....
-0
::D

:z
0

c.n
::D
c:

'""

....

n

I

BIG JOHN CHEESE········---····--·······-··-··-···--- 1.25
BIG JOHN CHEESE AND BACON ····--····-----·---·- 1.35

BIG JOHN BURGER ____________ .90
BIG JOHN CHEESE-----------· 1.00
BIG JOHN CHEESE
AND BACON ---·---------------- 1.10
PIZZA BURGER ·····---············-------·· ··········--·····--·-·-······· ---·--·-··- .70
GRILLED CHEESE ··-·-·-············--·---··--·-·-·--··-··-·············--·-····· .50
HOT DOG~----·········--·······--·---------·--·-----····-···--------·-----···--·HOT DOG DELUXE------·-··············-········-··-············---····-·-······
FOOT LONG HOT ~G -·-·····-·······-············-···········-----····---FOOT LONG HOT DOG DELUXE ················-·--········ ·-----

.45
.SO
.55
.60

BURGER AND FRIES
DELUXE --·-·-··-··---··-··· - - · - · - .ts
REGULAR
.15
CHEESE BURGER DELUXE ···--·······-···-··- 1.00
CHEESE BURGER - - - · · - · · · · - · - - - - .90
BACON BURGER ----···-······-·-····--··-·- .1.00
BACON CHEESE BURGER ---·····
... 1.05
HAMBURGER DELUXE ······-·-····------· ··-··-:---······-···· .70
HAMBURGER, REGULAR ·-··--·············-··--······-- .60

(Mustard and-Relish)

.M
.75
CHEESE BURGER, PLAIN ·······---·-···-··-··-·- .65
HAMBURGER, PLAIN ···-··-··-·-···---·····
CHEESE BURGER DELUXE -··--···-·-

BACON BURGER -·······-··-·----··-·--·---~ .75
llACON BURGER AND CHEESE ·······--·····----- .IO

:z

PRONTO PUP -··-··-··-···---·-·········------············ .35
CHICKEN AND CHIPS-·-············---·····-···· - ----·-·--····· ··- 1.45

FISHWICH ---··---···-··---·---·-··-··· .'5
FISH AND ..CHIPS ····-··--·
- - - - - - - .95
1.30
PRAWNS AND CHIPS - - - - - - ·

c.n
c:

TACO -··---··-··--····-·--····---------~---······ .40
BAR·B4 BEEF -···-···-···-······-·--·---···-·----· .70
BAR·B..Q BEEF, GIANT -····-····--····-----.. ·-·····-············ .90

TUNA SANDWICH --··---···-······--··-··--·-·- .55
CLAM FRIES -····-·
- - - · - - 1.05
FRIED HAM ----------~
· - - - · · · - - - .75

-0

::D

CJ

. ::D

'""

CUBE STEAK -······--····-·····-······-----·-·····-···--····--- .90
CUBE STEAK DELUXE---···-··-··-----·-·· .95

DRINKS ------------~--- .15 • .25 • .30
Coke
Tab
Orange
Grape

Lime
Red Creme Soda
· Root Beer

Sprite
Dr. Pepper
Sassprllla

SUNDAES -------------------- AO • .50
Wild Blackl)erry
Strawberry
Chocolate
.
Marshmallow
Hot Fudge (5c extra)

Pineapple
Butterscotch

.FRl~D HAM AND CHEESE ···-····--·····--·---·····-- .D
FRIED HAM AND CHEESE, DOUBLE --·····-········-- 1.20
BACON, LETTUCE ~D TOMATO-------·--······-·-·:··-···· .75

FRENCH FRI ES -------- ..:... .35 • .SS
TATOR TOTS ·----····--·········-···---·······---·····-···-- .40 ••M
ONION RINGS ---···--······-··--------- .45

I

....

SLUSH .------------ ____ .15 • .25 • .30

>

Cherry, Orange, Lime and Grape

z

'""

CHOCOLATE FROZEN BANANA -····--·····--·-·····-·············· .25
BANANA SPLIT --·--···········-···----------.. --·········--······--·-·- .ao
ICE CREAM SANDWICH --····--------~-----------····--- .15
CIGARETTES ····-------····--···-;····-·-···-·~------·- .55

FREE DELIVERY ·
"

Cherry
·Marshmallow
Wild Blackberry
Chocolate
Blueberry

Peppermint
Fresh Banana
Butterscotch
Pineapple
Strawberry

Q

z:

Licorice

c

Red Raspberry
Cheesecake

.-...

Peanut Butter.

A.

c.,)

Vanilla

ICE CREAM

h
!:::

CHOCOLATE, VANILLA, AND SPECIAL OF THE DAY

Phone 925-5900

>
:z

Monday • Thursday - 6:00 p.m. .. Midnight
Friday • Saturday • Sunday - 6:00 p.m. • 1:00 a.m.

f)ISH -------·······---··-·······-·-··---- .25
PINT--·--· .
- .45
QUART ---~-·-····· ··---···-··..,._____ .75

""

>
cc.n
Q

z

CJ

c

c.n
::D
<

'""

A.

::::i
c.,)

>
""
cen

MILK SHAKES __________ AO· .50
MALTS ·----------~-------------- AS ·· .SS

$UO Minimum Order

-0

z:

c

90c

Root Beer

CJ

c.n
::D
c:

Q

SANDWICH AND FRIES

COFFEE AND TEA --···--~·-··-··-···---··---···········- .15
MILK AND HOT CHOCOLATE---·--·----·-·············--····· .15

-0

c.n

FISHWICH . BASKET

SODAS AND FLOATS -----············-···-·······-· .40 • .SO

n

I

EGG ON YOUR SANDWICH FOR
AN ADDITIONAL 10c

""

c>

A.

....
c.,)

CLIP AND SAVE

_ CLIP AND SAVE

CLIP AND SAVE

CLIP AND SAVE

CLIP AND SAVE

Spring power outage
damage claims filed
by Mike Merritt
Special to the Crier
While no official action has yet
been taken , it seems unlikely the
Ellensburg City Council will approve all of nearly $3000 in damage claims stemming from last
February's massive power outage.
This week the city was told by
its insurance company "after
seven months of investigation all
of the claims resulting from the
power outage last, ~ebruary have
been denied."
For those not remembering
the outage, one cold Monday
last year electrical power to nearly 1000 residents of a large area
north of the city was suddenly
disrupted.
It took some time, but the failure was pinpointed at an underground power line on D Street
west of the college.
There was some initial confusion over what exactly caused
the failure. Some pointed to the
increased load on the single line
caused by the rapidly increasing
population in north Ellensburg.
For several months prior to the
outage, some city council members warned the load was climbing because of new constructionmost notably the big Brooklane
Village development with its 183
families and all-electric apartments.
To its credit, the city responded
quickly to the emergency . They
called in private electrical companies to aid in repairs, finally
jerry-rigging an overhead system
connecting at the corner of 14th
and D.
The fire department aided residents forced out of their chilly
homes and the city set up an
infr>rmation center telling others
where to get aid.
Others lived with friends . for
the duration, while some just left
-town.
In the aftermath of the outage,

what did the city find?
Most importantly, the city
found that much of the system
did not meet the plans prepared
by consulting engineers hired to
evaluate the electrical system.
According to the engineers, the
city light departm ent had not
followed the recommended procedures of system construction.
City officials discovered this
fact painfully when they searched
city electrical maps for alternate
means to get power to the
affected' areas. On the maps were
drawn a power line down Walnut
Street-but the line was taken
down year s before as part ·of the
campus Urban Renewal Progr am.
They also saw that Brooklane
Village was not even indicated
on the map. · The consulting engineers later told the council they
were not told of the development-even though they were
inspecting the city's system while
the development was being
constructed.
As it turned out, city officials
placed much of the blame for not
following the consultant's recommendations . on a former light
department superintendent who
had long since left the position.
Even today, the exact reason
for the line failure has not been
completely explained. Jerry Zeitler, the current light department
head, has said the materials used
in the line were too new on the
construction market to have been
tested "in service" · for any appreciable length of time.
But he also note,s that even
the best and more carefully designed system can break down.
Was the · city negligent? It
seems that with the city's probable refusal to pay all of the
claims-the city manager indicates this action might set a
precedent-the only way to recover any damages will have to
be in court.

Prison Reform
·Probation and Parole
Corrections
Films • • • Discussion
Tuesdays 7:30 - 9:00 P.M.
Center for Campus Ministry
11th and Alder

Oct. 10

"The Odds Against"
the problems of an
offender within the
penal system.
"Price of a Life"
probation as a tool
in the correction
process.

Oct. 24.

"The Revolving Door"
the cycle of crime
and punishment in
society.

Sponsored by the

Ecumenical Campus Ministry
(complimentary)

Director at work
Richard Leinaweaver, director of "Of Thee I Sing," is holding rehearsals six and seven days a week in
an effort to get the 1930's musical comedy ready for its opening on Oct. 26 at 8 p.m. The play deals with
the presidential candidacy of John P. Wintergreen. (Photos by Cottrell)

OPENING
TUESDAY OCTOBER 10

SOUND INN
8 TRACK STEREO HEADQUARTERS.
500 WEST 8-t h

962-2845

,/

********************•
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*
*
DUNFORD'S COLOR CENJER **
WITH
*
ONE OF THE LARGEST CRAFT CENTERS IN TOWN ·
*
*
•CANDLE MAKING SUPPLIES (WAX, MOLDS, ETC.)
*
eDEC~UPAGE PRINTS, PLAQUES AND Fl~ISH
*
eSWISS STRAW
*
•CHENILLE CRAFT
*
eART FOAM CRAFT
*
•CASTING RESIN
*
*
-ALSOGRAND OPENING SALE

PAINTS-GLASS-WALLPAPER-PICTURE FRAMING··

SALE STARTS OCT. 6th & 7th• DOOR PRIZES*

DUNFORD'S COLOR CENTER
304 N. PINE•

• 962-2551

* * * * * * * * * * * * '* * * * * * * * * *
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Bruce and Dixie here next week
Bruce and Dixie Innes, one of
the top-40 duos in America today, will appear Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday and Thursday nights in the SUB Pit.
Bruce and Dixie formed the
group The Original Caste five
years ago and emerged into the
headlines with their hit recording
of "One Tin Soldier." Bruce
and Dixie alternated as lead

singers but they often had difficulty being heard over the amplified instruments.
The group has now disband
but Bruce and Dixie are still
singing on their own, accompanied by Bruce's accoustical guitar
or the piano.
Dixie still does "One Tin
Soldier" along with tunes from
her new album "Chinook." Bruce

will have an album of his own
available in November.
Appearing with the duo will be
Coats and Carlson, Pop-CountryBlue Grass singers. Dennis Coats
is said to be one of the finest
banjo ·p layers.
All three concerts are free with
the afternoon concert set for
noon and both evening concerts
to begin at 7: 30.

When you come to Central
We'll keep you
in touch with everybody.

O Ellensburg Telephone Company
HAPPY HO·UR 5-6 P.M. MON.-SAT.

15e
GALLONS .TO GO '1.50
FOR THE VERY FINEST IN PIZZA, .IT'S THE

PIZZA PLACE
(IN THE PLAZA)

FREE DELIVERY AFTER 6

Innovative educator
to hold conference
Wilson Riles, California's avant
garde superintendent of education, will be the featured speaker
at a day-long education conference to be held in Yakima on
Oct. 20.
Riles, who has advocated crash
drug abuse education in California . and expressed concern
over "the vacuum in which our
schools have been operating,"
will address an estimated 2000
people . at Yakima's Eisenhower
High, site of the conference.
In addition, conference goe·r s
may choose to attend one or
more of the over 40 innovative
teaching demonstrations being
offered during the day.
The program entitled, "Showcase of Innovative Programs and
Practices," is being offered on
teacher in-service day by the
Cooperative Washington Education Centers (CWEC) in cooperation with the Yakima school district.
Other state and federal agencies
are also assisting with the program. Washington's soon-to-retire
Superintendent of Public Instruction Louis Bruno will be among
the many state educators to take
part.
· According to Dr. James Parsley, director of CWEC, the freeof-charge conference will offer
demonstrations of teaching techniques that ''turn kids on rather
than turn them off ... ones working in Washington schools, right
now, today."
Multi-media in the classrooms,
the parent as a teacher, utiliza-

Wilson Riles

tion of learning centers and
career awareness are among the
many topics of the education
. meeting.
Publishers and salesmen will
be on hand with the newest
commercial educational products
including A-V equipment.
Dr. · Parsley emphasized that
students were most welcome at
the event and stated he was
going to send out a letter to
Central faculty urging they cancel classes in favor of the conference.
"The fact that this is so close
is a rare opportunity," he stated,
"and I think it would make a
valid alternative class experience."

SOMETHING'$ GOING ON AT JERROL'SI
A BOOK SALE.
103192. Los Toros: Bullfighting. Softbound.
Specfal Only $1.00
K33. Dictionary of Interior Design . By M.
Pegler. Orig. Pub. at $7.50. New, complete
ed. Only $3.95
R35. Treasury of Memory-Making Indian
Campfires. By A. A. Macfarlan. Orig. Pub .
at $9.95. New, complete ed. Only $3.95
10519. Rise To World Leadership. 2 Vol. Set. 100797. Artists and Illustrators of the Old
$12.95.
West. By R. Taft. Pub. at $10.00. Only $5.95
2809. Quick and Easy Meals for Two. By N04820. The Words of Jesus. By J. Martin ,
L. G. Shouer. Orig. Pub. at $3.75. New, com- . M.A. Pub. at $2.95. Only $1.00
plete ed. Only $1.69
N04812. The Words of Our Lord. By J.
N803. A Complete Guide to Home Sewing. Martin, M.A. Pub. at $2.95. Only $1.00
By S. K. Mager. Special Only $1. 49
R44. Man-Of-War: A History of the Combat
Vessel. By D. Macintyre & B. W. Bathe. Pub.
at $23.95. Only $10.95
N846. American Heritage History of American Antiques From the Revolution to the
Civil War. Pub. at $20.00. Only $9.95
105144. The Dawn of European Civilization.
Ed. by D. T. Rice. Pub. at $28.50. Only
$14.95.
L490. Looking Forward: Life in the Twentieth
Century as Predicted in the Pages of American Magazines from 1895 to 1905. Ed . by R .
Brosseau. Pub. at $14.95. Only $7.95
L84. House Improvement: The Dream House
Encyclopedia . By H. H. Cobb. Pub. at $12.95.
N333. Color Treasury of Cats and Kittens . Only $3.95
By A. Torregrossa. Import Special Only $1.98
Rl44. How to Choose and Enjoy Wine. Ed.
by A. Muir. Special Only $1.49
N33'/. Co1or Treasury ot Rugs and Tape:.
tries. By M. V. Ferraro. Import Special Only
100940. Numerology Dream Book. By Zolar.
$1.98
Only $1.49
K292. Decorative Cacti: A Guide to Succulent
1357. After the Civil War: A Pictorial Profile
House Plants. $5.95 Value. Only $2 .98
of America from 1865 to 1900. By John S.
Blay.
Pub. at $12.00. Only $4.95
N992. The Animal World. Pub. at $9.95.
Only $4.95
8407. Mushroom Cookery . By R. Reitz .
3466. The Complete Savings of Jesus As Orig. Pub. at $4.95. New, complete ed.
Only $1.49
Recorded in The King James Version . Introd.
by Norman Vincent Peale. Orig . Pub. at
Nl61. The Illustrated Hassle-Free Make Your
$2.00. New, complete ed. Only $1.00
Own Clothes Book. By S. Rosenberg & J.
R34. The Pleasures of Wine. By Myra Wa ldo. Weiner. Pub. at $7.95 . Only $2.98
Orig. Pub. at $3.95. New, complete ed. Only
N332. Color Treasury of Aquarium Fish . By
$1.49
E. Lodi. Import Special Only $1.98
K46. The World of Birds. By M. Ellis . $9.95
Value. Only $3.95
NlOO. Western Classic: Roy Bean: The Law
West of the Pecos. By C. L. Sonnichsen.
.P ub. at. $5.95. Only $1.49
L631. All Color Book of Birds. Import Special
Only $2.98
Rl20. Birds in Our Lives. Ed. by A. Stefferud.
Pub. at $9.00. Only $4.95
10000. American Home's Learn to Cook
Book. Pub. at $2.25. Only $1.00
.
N800. The Fine Art of Political Wit. By L.A . 8928. Traveller's Book of Color Photography.
By V. Philips & 0 . Thomas. Pub. at $:20.00 .
Harris. Orig. Pub. at $5.95. New, complete
Only $6.95
ed. Only $1.98

215. An Illustrated History of Firearms: One
Hundred Great Guns. By Merrill Lindsay.
Pub. at $25.00. Only $9.95
*N780. American Indian Ceremonial Dances.
By J. Collier. Only $3.95
L00621. Successful Wine Making at Home.
By H. E . Bravery. Orig. Pub. at .$3.50. New,
complete ed. Only $1.00
8464. Great Recipes from the World's Great
Cooks. Col. by P. Harvey. Orig. Pub. at
$7.50. New, complete ed. Only $1.98
403. Cooking for Compliments. By R. Morgan . Only $3.95
L634. All Color Book of Greek Mythology.
By R. Patrick. Import Special Only $2 .98

Rl79. Walter Chandoha's Book of Puppies
and Dogs. Pub. at $6.95. Only $2.98

N491. Hammond World Atlas. Pub. at $5.95.
Only $1.98

R33. Meatless Cooking: Pegeen's Vegetarian
Recipes. By Pegeen Fitzgerald. Orig. Pub .
at $5.95. New, complete ed, Only $1.49
L33. Moore. $9.95 Value. Only $3.95
105160. The Horizon Book of Lost Worlds.
By L. Cottrell. Pub. at $20.45. Only $9.95

~~t!e:Omci~iinw~~ri~g{tr o~lcit0 wa~f te~g~
Confident Years: Pub. at $17.50. Only $4.95
N930.'The Painting of Pictures. By A. Zaidenberg. Pub. at $4.50. Only $1.98
008769. The Highlander's Cook Book. Orig.
Pub. at $4.95. New, complete ed. Only $1.00
N963. Cookie Originale. By M. Dyer. Pub.
at $3.95. Only $1.49

100770. The New Yorker Album of Art a nd
Artists. Pub. at $8.95. Only $4 .95
101203. Ancient Mexican Art. By F . Anton .
Pub. at $17.50. Only $10.95
101289. Model Railway Engines . By J . E .
Minns . Pub. at $5.95. Only $3.95
104504. Arranging African Violets for Home
Decoration. By E. Stuebing. Pub. at $2.95.
Only $1.00
9087. Fighting Indians of the West. By M.F.
Schmitt & Dee Brown. Orig. pub. at $12 .50.
New, complete ed. Only $5.95 .
N671. Foundations of Modern Art: Structures
of the Modern World 1850-1900. By N.
' Ponente. Slipcased. Orig. Pub. at $29 .95.
Only $9.95
N88. Cowboy and Western Songs. By A. E .
& A. S. Fife. Pub. at $12.50. Only $5.95
N09911. Dictionary of Discards . By F . M.
Rich . Orig. Pub. at $3 .50. New, complete
ed. Only $1.00

K268. Farmers' Almanac Cook Book. Ed. by
T. Wheelwright. Pub. at $5.95. Only $1.98

100878. W.W . I: The World Crisis . Pub. at
$75.00. 6 Vol. Set Complete Only $19.95
1289. Sports and Classic Cars . By G. Borgeson & E . Jaderquist. Orig. Pub. at $12.50.
New, complete ed. Only $5.95
N801. Album of Irish Recipes: A Taste of
Ireland. By T. Fitzgibbon. Orig. Pub. at'
$5.95. New, complete ed. Only $2.98
N804. A Living Grammar. By W. Watson &
J . J . Nolte. Orig. Pub . at $3.50. New , complete ed. Only $1.00
N334. Color Treasury of Crystals. By V. De
Michele. Import Special Only $1.98
N335. Color Treasury of Model Soldiers . By
M. Alberini. Import Special Only $1.98

L882. House Plants, ·cacti and Succulents.
By A. Huxley. Import Special Only $3.95
N480. Troopers with Custer. By E . A. Brininstool. Orig. Pub. at $5.00. New, complete
ed. Only $1.98
101297. Peru Under the Incas. By C. A. Burland. Pub. at $5.95. Only $2 .98
6123. The Dictionary Library: 14 Complete
Dictionaries in l Volume. Only $4.95
103176. Rube Goldberg vs. the Machine Age.
Ed. by C. Kinnard . Pub. at $8.95. Only $3.95
9119. Treasury of Early American Automobiles 1877-1925.- By Floyd Clymer. Orig . Pub.
at $6.50. New, complete ed . Only $2.98
L898. The Joy of Eating Natural Foods: The
Complete Organic Cookbook. Pub. at $6.50.
Only $1.98 .
K559. The History, Beauty and Riches of the
Gardeners World. By J. von Miklos & E .
Fiore. Pub. at $15.00. Only $6.95
N261. Time Capsule History of the War
Years . Orig. Pub . in 7 Vols. at $27.65. New ,
l Vol. Only $6.95
Nl04. The Whale. By Drs. H. Matthews, R.
Murphy & others. Pub. at $20.00. Only $7 .95

Rl37. The Candle Book. By C. Laklan. Orig.
Pub. at $3.50. New, complete ed. Only $1.49

K00341. Macrame & Other Projects for Knitting Without Needles. By P . Boehm. Orig.
Pub. at $2 .95. New, complete ed. Only $1.00
K680. The Great Comic Book Heroes . Ong.
Pub. at $9.95. New, complete ed. Only $4 .95
487. The History of the American Sailing
Navy. By H. I. Chapelle. Orig . Pub. at $12 .50.
New, complete ed . Only $4.95
1402. Great Military Battles. Ed. by Cyril
Falls. Pub. at $25.00. Only $9.95

034603. Tricks & Stunts with Playing Cards
Plus 20 Games of Solitaire. By J. Lemming.
New edition. Only $1.00
N928. Vitamin E : Key to Sexual Satisfaction. By G. Brandner. Only $1.49
N757. The Illustrated Good HousekeepinP
Encyclopedic Cook Book. Pub. at $25.00. ~
Vol. Set Slipcased. Only $12.50
2685. Country Flavor Cook Book. By Haydn
S. Pearson. Orig. Pub. at $4.50. Only $1.49
2819. Making Useful Things of Wood . By
Franklin H. Gottshall. Orig. Pub. at $5.50.
New, complete ed . Only $2 .98
6084. Curtis' Western Indians. Life and Works
of Edw . C. Curtis . By Ralph W. Andrews.
Orig. Pub. at $12 .50. New, complete ed.
Only $3.95
1070. Chess Move By Move. By P. Langfield.
$5.95 Value. Only $2.98

Centra/'s racketeer places fifth
by Paddy Cottrell- news editor
Things have been looking up -lately for a Central
Washington State College student who returned
late last week from a world model rocket contest
help in Yugoslavia.
James Worthen of Ellensburg brought back a
fifth place finish in the boost glider division of the
competition and some vivid impressions . of Com1
munist Yugoslavia.
Worthen competed on a seven man U.S. team at
the First World Championships for Space Models
in the city of Vrsac. He was the only American
contestant from west of the Mississippi.
Worthen's hand crafted, solid fuel boosted glider
achieved a flight duration of 96 seconds making
him the single U.S. competitor to qualify in that
division. The rocketeer came in fifth in a field of
25 contestants from nine nations.
The American team brought back top honors in
the parachute duration division, received the third
place award in the scale model competition and
placed seventh in the boost glicer division.
As in the Olympics, an overall winner was not
declared. However, the Egyptians scored the r:nost
top place finishes with the Americans tying for
second.
A last minute cancellation by the Russians was
disappointing to the American team. According to
the Ellensburg resident, the Soviets cited the 18
month advance notice of the meet as too short to
prepare.

Worthen explained that the world championship
was more than just a chance to compete, it was a
chance to meet people from- other countries and
to explore a Communist country.
He told how the wind and rain worked to bring
about a kind of international cohesiveness. "Everyone from all the countries was working together ...
we had to because of the weather or we'd have
lost'all of the gliders," he said.
The American competitor was referring to the
unusual 28-30 knot winds during the contest that
made it almost impossible to recover the gliders.
Without recovery no legal time can be registered.
The Ellensburg resident observed that Yugoslavia
was a land of contrasts. "I'd have given anything,"
he said, "to get a picture of this man traveling
along in a horse-drawn wagon with a brand new
electrical plant in the background."
On the way back through Belgrade, Worthen was
impressed with the efficiency of the mass transit
system and noted that the people there didn't
depend on cars the way we do.
Already looking forward to more_ competition,
Worthen stated that this championship would pave
the way for future events. An expanded second
w.orld contest with more countries and more divisions is being planned for 1974 in Yugoslavia.
Will Worthen be there?
"I've got a plan," he said, "for a glider that just
might ... "
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9: 00 a.m. 10: 00 a.m. 11: 00 a.m. (Supervised

Family Service
Study groups, all ages
Worship Service
nursery available all morning.)

We Sincerely Welcome CWSC Students

Ruby S~. between 5th & 6th

False alarms evacuate students
Student Village Co-ed residence
hall was the scene for a series
of false alarms and hoax bomb
threats on Tuesday of this week.
The first false alarm was logged
by the Ellensburg Fire Dept. at
l: 37 early Tuesday morning. The
department responded to an alarm
set off in the D wing of Student
Village Co-ed.
About 200 residents exited the
quarters as the alarm went off.
No fire was found.
At approximately 3: 30 the same
morning campus information received a call stating that there
was a bomb in room 426 D at 'the
Co-ed hall. Campu,s security
officers and the Ellensburg City
police were called to the scene.
It was decided that the fire
alarm should be activated again
to evacuate the D wing until a
search could be made.
Some confusion resulted as
resident assistants who had. not
been notified of what was going
on tried to usher all the students
out, rather than just the ones
living in D wing.

A , thorough search netted no
bomb and students returned to
bed.
In the third incident of the
morning, a fire alarm was set off
at approximately 5 a.m. According to Head Resident Doug
Lougheeed, "the resident assistants reported that they saw no
fire. The fire department was
called and notified that it was another false alarm."
However, a trash can with
material burning in it was discovered on a thorough search
and quickly extinguished.
Students living in the co-ed
dorm reported that after being
up on and off all night it was
hard to attend class~s.
To make things worse a sec·ond
bomb threat was phoned in at
about 9:30 that evening. Student
Village Co-ed w_a s again evacuated and again-no bomb.
As of Thursday morning no
further incidents have been reported. Robert Mills, dean of student development, noted that it
had been about six years since

false alarms and bomb threats to
this extent had hit the Central
campus.
He said that back then they
lasted for two weeks until they
finally caught a student. The
student was permanently expelled
from Central so that he could
never return, Miller stated.
Asst. Fire Chief Darold Ringer
estimated it costs the city about
$150 every time they send out a
truck and men on a false alarm.
Ringer was more concerned
though about the danger involved
in putting an unnecessary emergency vehicle on the public roads
and the possiblity that it could be
needed for a real fire.

SONNY AND THE NEW DELEGATION I.I
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NBofC has an easier way
to track down expenses.

L.

Is "The Case of the Disappearing Funds" your mystery? Solve it with an NBofC checking account. You
always know where you've · spent. your money, wh~t
you've spent it on-and how much you have left. It s
the easiest way to t~ackdown expenses.

Now appearing six nights a week
(M_
on.-Sat.) At ....

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

The Crossroads Restaurant (At s.' Interchange)

NBC

MEMBER .F.D.l.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20.000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

ELLENSBURG OFFICE:

500 N. Peorl St.

RESTAURANT
OPEN 24 HOURS.
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The Equivalent Of 7 Hiroshima A~Bombs
Are Being Dropped On
Indochina Each And Every Month
And that's after six years of protest!
Explosives equal to 420 Hiroshima A-bombs have already
been dropped on 'vietnam.

American conscience to care only about U.S. casualties, not
about the lives of Vietnamese.

Millions of men, women and children have been killed,
maimed br left homeless as a result of the bombing.

Do we really not care about the people we kill?

-and this is what President Nixon calls a policy of "great
restraint"!

r
:!'·

t

!

He tells us he is winding down the. war - and then says that
unless North Vietnam accepts his terms, there will be no reduction of the bombing. (As a matter of fact, there will probably be a further escalation.)
"Those who have had a chance for four years and could not
produce peace, should not be given another chance," Nixon,
October 9, 1968.
·

Americans will not always be able to ignore the consequences
of our actions. We will be asked: How could it happen? Where
were you? What did you do?

O Just protesting is not enough.
D Voting your conscience is not enough.
Your dollars are crucial. Your dollars can stop the killing. Make
it possible for George McGovern to awaken the people before
November?.
President McGovern would end the-war.

On this October 9th, it will be four years,. Can our conscience
stand the guilt of another four years of this kind of immorality
under Richard Nixon?

People of conscience must make this final sacrifice: contribute
your utmost!

What are the justifications we are given for this wasting of
Vietnam and its people? To protect the people of South Vietnam from communism? To maintain democracy?

r--------------------------,

The regime we are defending suspends elections, muzzles the
press, jails and tortures its political opponents. The people we
are supposed to be saving are being systematically killed.

To the survivors, our fight to contain communism in Southeast
Asia (at the same time that we are making business deals with
communist countries) can only be viewed as hypocritical fanaticism, indistinguishable from that which we have sworn to
oppose.
Even as the bombing and killing have been escalated, most
Americans appear to have tuned out on what's happening in
Indochina. The Nixon Administration is counting on the

This is our last chance to make a difference.

Dear Senator McGovern:
AGxo1
I too feel compelled to do my utmost to end the war in
Vietnam - and I know that requires the sacrificial giving of
dollars to help you awaken every American. Enclosed is my
contribution of $25 (or the closest to that figure I can manage).
Peace.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
THE AGE OF McGOVERN COMMITTEE
201 EAST 42 STREET
NEW YORK;N. Y. 10017

ZIP

L--------------------------J

A copy of our report filed with the appropriate supervisory officer is (or will be) available for purchase from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
SHANE DAVIS, NATIONAL TREASURER

~ctober ~, 197_2 -~ ~A~!!JS CRIER -

Fall festival
hosts rodeo
for students

Don't sleep through deadline.
Young Kristine Merritt may sleep through tomorrow's voter registra~
tion deadline, but her mother, Sharon is busy registering students so
they can qualify for the Nov. 7 general election. Campus registration
will continue today from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. The County courthouse will
be open special hours from 7 - 9 p.m. tonight and Saturday from 10
a.m. to noon to handle last minute registrations. Voters also can
register in Albertson's and Safeway tonight and tomorrow. (Photo by
Chang P. Jay)

Denver here Thursday
John Deriver, known for such
songs as "Take Me Home, Country Roads," which became a million seller and "Leaving On A
Jet Plane" that became a million
seller for Peter, Paul and Mary,
will visit Central next Thursday
· for a concert 'at 8 p.m. in
Nicholson Pavilion.
A former member of The Mitchell Trio for four years;· John
then signed with RCA ~ecords
in 1969 and made his album

debut with "Rythems and Reasons."
. Being a performer, John Denver once commented, "I don't
want to entertain people; I want
to touch them." This is what he
has been ·doing in concerts all
over the country.
· Tickets will go on sale at the
information booth at the SUB
starting Oct. 13 for this ASC
sponsored event. Tickets will be
$2.50 for pre-sale and $3.00 at the
door.

GRAN.D OPENING
Jeans - Button Front .. • • s5ss

sn °0 Sport Shirts •.•••• s688
T-Shirts ....... -. 1/2 Price
Sweater Shirts . . . . . . . s5ss

The annual ASC sponsored
rodeo is scheduled for Oct. 14
this year. Any part-time or fulltime Central student may be a
contestant.
But until three yea~s ago, this
rodeo was held in the spring in
conjunction with Sweecey Week.
This year it is a part of the ASC
Fall Festival.
The events that include steer
riding, wild cow milking (teams
of three), greased pig chase, and
calf dressing (teams of two), will
get under way at 1 p.m. There
will be prizes to third place.
Students may sign up at the
information booth in , the SUB
or in the ASC office. The entry
fee is 50 cents. Spectators will
be admitted free.
Sign up started yesterday and
will continue until 5 p.m. next
Friday.
According to Connie Evans,
student ·rodeo spokesman, there
are a limited number of entries.
All participants must sign· a liability waiver. Students under 18
must have parents or a guardian
sign this release form.
Any students signed up before
Thursday, Oct. 5 must make
sure they have signed this liability waiver.
All contestants must meet at
noon on the day of the rodeo at
the judges' booth at the rodeo
grounds. Participants and spectators are asked to use the
Sixth St. entrance into the fairgrounds.
An ·arts and crafts exhibit
along with games are being planned and will take place in
Memorial Park from 1-6 p.m. on
the · same day as the rodeo.
For more information, contact
either Bruce Roberts or Connie
Evans in the ASC office.

925-31 96
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1011 N. Alder

Center for Campus Ministry
In cooperation with local Churches pre. sents the 2nd Annual School of Religion.
A series of Christian education experiences taught by members of the Campus Ministry staff and other clergy and
interested people of the community.

Tuesday or Wednesday Evenings,
Oct. 10 to Nov. 17
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
COURSES .
Tues. Evenings
(Meeting · at
Episcopal Church - 12th and B)

Grace

-I'm O.K. You're O.K. (An introduction
t.o transactional analysis) ·
-The Charasmatic Movement Ethics in a
Christian Style
-Parent Workshop*
Wednesday Evenings (Meeting · at the Methodist
Church - 3rd and Ruby)
-The Revelation of St. John
-Introduction to the Old Testament
-The Roman Catholic Church (Post Vatican II)
Registration is made by calling the Center for
Campus Ministry 925~3196 or contacting most local
pastors. Registration fee is $2.00 per class With
sch.olarship aid available for CWSC students. For
further information call the Center.
(*The Parent Workshop is geared toward couples
and will meet for about three hours per week.
Registration fee for this class only $10 per couple.)

CAMPUS
HAS
FREE DELIVERY, _7 NIGHTS
A WEEK, 5:30 - MIDNIGHT,
ANYWHERE IN TOWNI

SP.ECIAL:

2 MAMA BURGERS FOR s1°0

FREE DRA W'NG
•so Gift Certificate
•25 Gift Certificate

(% LB. MEAT EACH)

Prices Effective Through Saturday

CAMPUS
'

925-6164
.

JUST EAST OF CWSC LIBRARY AT 9th AND EUCLID
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Send the Crier to a fr~end or relative
Mai I this coupon to the Campus Crier,
CWSC~
Ellensburg, Wn. along with
$1.00 for one quarter or $3.00 for one
year subscription. Make check payable
to Campus Crier.

Send _Crier to:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE - - ZIP

THIS SPACE RESERVED
.
FOR YOUR CLASSIFIED AD

Cats fourth-quarter Viks

by Roger Underwood
sports editor
Irrepressible quarterback John
Coen spearheaded a gutty fourth
quarter comeback that gave· the
football Wildcats a big, big 28-14
win over Western Saturday night
in Bellingham.
The victory over Boyde Long's
Vikings, the defending Evergreen
Conference champs, left Ceritral's
record at 3-0 and put their EvCo
title chase machine on solid
ground.
Coen, a junior from Honolulu,
Hawaii, brought the 'Cats back
from a 14-7 deficit' in the final
stanza, engineering three scoring
drives. He got two of the TDs
himself.
Coen found old partner Harry
Knell, a favorite target at Wneat-

chee C.C., for a five yard scoring
third straight plus-100 yard rushstrike with 14: 25 left to play. The
ing game. This drive culminated
. TD closed Western's lead, which
with Coen fakirig beautifully to
Williams, then keeping the hall
had been built on the running
of power backs Tom Wigg and
and scoring standing up from a
Steve Skogmo, to 14-13 and
yard out.
prompted Wildcat coach Tom
He then scampered around the
Parry to go for two.
backfield long enough to find the
Flanker Terry Anderson zigged
elusive Williams for a two pint
and zagged himself in the end
conversfon pass.
zone, but Coen, under a heavy
Actually, that was the ball
Viking pass rush, overthrew him.
game. The 'Viks did have time to
The missed conversion didn't
score again, and they trie'd · des- ·
really matter anyway, because
perately, but the Wildcat defense
the Wilcat defense, which
had adjusted favorably to their
seemed almost non-existent in
running attack. ·
the first half, held Western's .
The West air game never was
grinding ground game and got
of much concern, and the home
team's hopes ended with the fifth
the ball back.
interception of a Marshall Torre
Again Coen led his club downfield, resourcefully using fullback
pass.
R.J. Williams, who enjoyed his
The Wildcats scored an incidental TD following the ·pickoff,
on . a nifty 16 yard scamper by
Coen.
In all thr,ee of their games this
season, teams have moved the
ball well against the Wildcat
defense and Saturday night was
no exception. Led by Skogmo
(152 yards) and Wigg (151 yards),
the Vikings out-offensed Central
370 to 364 and had eight more
first downs than did the 'Cats.
But the defense has always
been able to come up with a
big play and there could have
been no bigger a play in Satursay night's game than the one
pulled off by All-Conference
safetyman Pat Maki.
The Vikings were leading 7-0
in the first quarter, and they had
driven again down to the Wildcats' three yard line. It looked as
if the hosts would simply send
either Wigg or Skogmo over,
and enjoy a 14 zip first quarter
advantage, while Tom Parry's
boys would be in big trouble.
Instead, Torre, the Vik QB,
rolled out to his right and fired
a perfect strike. To Maki.
The fleet defender singed the
sidelines for 102 yards, a Wildcat
record, and put Central . back in
the ballgame. Western eventually
scored again, and led 14-7 at
halftime, but it could easily have
been 21-0. too.
·

At last....
contraceptives
through the
privacy of the mail.
Whether you live in a big city with its
crowded drugstores, or in a small town
.where people know each other sp well,
obtaining male contraceptives without
em.barrassment can be a problem.
Now, Population Planning Associates
has solved the problem ... by offering
reliable, famous-brand male contraceptives through the privacy of the
mail. Popular brands like Trojan and
Sultan. The exciting pre-shaped Conture. The supremely sensitive Prime.
And many more. All are electronically
tested and meet rigorous government
standards of reliability.
We'll be glad to send you our free
illustrated brochure which describes
the products and services that we have
been bringing to 10,000 regular customers for nearly two years. -Or send
just $3 for a sampler pack of a dozen
contraceptives - three each of four
leading brands - plus our brochure.
Money back if not delighted!

AS·c PRESENTS:

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19 AT 8:00 P.M.
NICHOLSON PAVILION

Fofll'free brochure or $.3 sampler
mailed in plain package, write:

r-----------,
Population Planning Associates
105 North Columbia
AGGOl
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
P.lease rush me fn plain package:
D Sampler pack of 12 assorted con·
doms-three each of four brands-plus
Illustrated brochure-$3
Illustrated brochure only, 2~

d

JOHN DENVER

Name
Address
State

City

TICKETS s2.SO PRE-SHOW SALE AT SUB INFO CENTER
s3.00 AT THE DOOR

Zip

v.

388
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CENTRAL

'WILDCATS'

I

Wildcat starters
PROBABLE

LINEUP
DEFENSE

OFFENSE

TS
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Owls eye upset

For the first time in years, Tom Parry and his
football Wildcats can enjoy being undefeated after
three games.
They can also relish the thought of having successfully cleared a big hurdle en route to a possible
Evergreen Conference championship, and on . top
of all that, they can feel downright nifty .about
being ranked number one in the Northwest.
But wait, being on top has its drawbacks, too.
Like everyone 'and their grandmother will be out
to get you.
That is exactly what the 'Cats will have to put up
with tomorrow afternoon at 1: 30 when the Oregon
Tech Owls invade Tomlinson Field for an Evergreen Conference scuffle.
The Owls, not generally regarded as an EvCo
power, will probably try anything short of putting'
lead in R. J. Williams' shoes to make it a long
afternoon for Wildcat fans.
However, the 'Cats, fresh from an opening EvCo
1
win at Bellingham over the defending champion
Western Vikings, should be ready.
Leading an offense that has scored at least 28
points in each of its three previous games is quarterback John Coen, the transfer standout from
Honolulu and Wenatchee C.C. A threat to either
run or throw, it was Coen who led last Saturday '
night's fourth quarter victory charge at Bellingham.
To date, he has rushed for 136 yards on 23
carries for a 5.9 average, while in the aerial department he has completed 33 of 55 attempts (62.6
per cent) for 476 yards. Five of his passes have

71

63•
85
24
44
80
10

Red-hot gridders host OTI
. by Roger Underwood
sports editor

No.
82
78
55
52

been for touchdowns, and he has been intercepted
but twice.
While Coen has been most of the Wildcat air
force, the Sherman tank of the ground attack has
been fullback R. J. Williams. R. J., from Bellevue
and Yakima C.C., has already racked up 437 yards
on 74 carries {or an eye-popping 5.9 per carry
average. He has scored five thouchdowns, also.
His · partner in the high octane Central backfield,
hard running Bob Harvey, isn't doint badly either.
A hard blocker, Harvey has gained 141 yards in
28 attempts for a solid 5.() average.
Parry's re~eiving corps isn't exactly hurting,
either, with Terry Anderson leading the way. The
senior wide receiver from Yakima has snared 14
Coen aerials for 184 yards and 4 touchdowns,
despite playing in the Western game with a painful
·
back injury.
Harry Knell, a Coen teammate at Wenatchee C.C.,
has emerged-into a top-flite tight end. The big receiver has 10 grabs for 167 yards and 1 TD.
If Central's offense has developed a reputatiOn
for being explosive, the defense has earned one of
its own. Wildcat opponents have more first downs,
and in general have moved the ball well between
the twenty yard lines. But the 'Cats have gotten
tough at the right times. For one thing, they have
11 interceptions already and Pat Maki's theft and
102 yard runback has to stand out in that department.
At any rate, tomorrow's game will be worth
watching, if for no other reason than the visiting
Owls will have nothing to lose and they'll do their
darndest to pull off the upset that would entitle
them to snicker all the way back to Klamath Falls.

Name and Weight
Randy Magruder ( 175)
Rob Linderman (240)
Ron Rood (216)
Jim Rosselot(195)
.Roger Haug (237)
Steve Reischman ( 193)
Harry Knell ( 202) ·
Bob Harvey ( 175)
R. J. Williams (204)
Terry Anderson ( 180)
John Coen (190)

PATRONIZE
THE CRIER
ADVERTISERS

I•

Position No.
25
LE
79
LT
74
LG
56
c
75
RG
32
RT
40
RE
42
LH
FB
26
F
30
QB
84

Position
Name and Weight
LE
Steve Shaw ( 180)
Bob Ericksen (230)
LT
Saffery Keohohou (245) LG
Ron Scarcello (200)
RG
Ervin Stein (210)
RT
Don Cox ( 182)
RE
Greg Bushaw ( 181)
LH
Chuck Puuohau (167) RH
Pat Maki (175)
s
Dave Carpenter (192) U,B
Tim Dahl ( 193)
RLB ·.

OVERTOl'S

TROPICAL FISH
Rt. 3 • 962-9166

SUNDAY
MORNING
WORSHIP
11:00 A.M.
L~THERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY
CENTER FOR CAMPUS .MINISTRY
11th AND ALDER
( 1 Block East of t~e Health Center)
For Further Information Call
Rev. Bill Jeffs, Campus Pastor
925-3196
925-9578

Touch football touches off
year~long intramural slate

Thursday Night Film Series
7: 30 P.M.
S.U.B. Cafeteria
Oct. 12

"Apocalypse"
a new abstract highly
symbolic art ·rnm on
the Book of Revelation

Oct. 19

"T.V. and·Politics"
an expose of media
manipulation of aspiring
politicians

Oct. 26

"An Occurrence at
Own Creek Bridge''
Academy Award Winner~
depicts the pain of human
suffering and a man's
longing for fundamental
ecstasies

1

PLAN
NOW
TO

ATTEND
Nov. 2

"If There Weren't Any Blacks
You'd Have to Invent Them"
a dramatic prophetic film
depicting the systematic
destruction of a man by
those who perform evil in
the name of good

Nov. 9

"The Awesome Servant"
the devastating effects
of modern technology on
today's work force

Nov. 16

"Phoebe"
the mental and emotional
anguish of an unwanted
premarital pregnancy
(complimentary)

Sponsored by

Ecumenical
Campus

.....

Ministry

Men's Intramural Association
(MIA), under the leader~hip of
John Gregor, opens its doors for
the 1972-73 year with 10 activities
on tap.
Men's touch football opens up
the fall season, commencing
Monday afternoon at 3: 30. Joining football in the fall is volleyball and doubles handball.
During winter quarter MIA will
offer basketball, wrestling and
swimming. Spring quarter brings
softball, track, tennis, and golf.
According to Gregor, participation has doubled in almost
every activity in the past two
years. This year participation
should level off or possible drop
because of the decrease in
enrollment.
MIA is open to any male stu· enro 11e d f u 11 time
·
dent who is
at
Central.
Junior college. transfers who
have lettered at a junior college
are eligible to participate im-

Volleyball
workshop
scheduled
More than 180 junior and
senior high school girls and their
teachers are expected to take
part in a special volleyball technique workshop , on the Central
campus Saturday.
Sponsored by the CWSC P.E.
department and the Division of
Girls and Women's Sports, the
workshop will Jnclude lectures
by members · of the CWSC ·
Women's PE Department and
demonstrations by the CWSC
women's volleyball team.
Miss Erlice Killorn, assistant
profes-sor of physical education,
is directing the workshop, which ,
will last from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
High school girls and teachers
from communities throughout
Eastern Washington will participate. With assistance of college
coeds, the high schoolers will
compete in exhibition volleyball
matches during the afternoon
session .

.......................................~................................

,

PIZZA MIA·
FREE DELIVERY
5 -P.M. TO ,CLOSE .
925-1111 925-2222
GALLON TO GO sl.50
SCHOONER'S STILL TWO BITS!

_POOL
FOOS BALL

John Gregor

mediately in the activity of their
choice.'
Men who lettered at a four
year college must sit out one
calendar year before participating
in the activity they lettered in.
All other activities are open any
time.
Speaking about the intramural
program at Central, Gregor commented, "the students at Central
are very fortunate to have s.uch
fine facilities. We have one of
the best programs at any college
in the Northwest, except of

course, the UW with its brand
new intramural building."
Football, basketball and softball have the most participants.
Softball had 67 teams in 1971
with approximately 804 people
participating. Basketball rose from
74 teams in 1970 to 100 teams
last year for approximately 800
men in that activity.
According to Gregor, "at least
65-70 per cent of the men at
Central at one time or another
particiapte in one intramural
activity."
The Primo Warriors were the
overall top team for the year
1971 and Gregor expects them to
do well in 1972 also.
"They recruit really well," said
Gregor, "they get good men and
stick with them all year.''
Entry forms for football must
be in by 4: 00 p.m. today. Games
start Monday at 3: 30 p.m. Check
the bulletin bqard outside the
MIA office for the schedule.
The MIA office is located at the
indoor, side entrance to the field
house.
'
Officials are needed for football and anyone interested should
sign up on the sheet outside the
MIA office. Pay is $1.65 an hour. ,
And so the race is on to see
who, if anyone, will dethrone. the
Primo Warriors as top MIA
team for 1972-73.

Baseballers recruited
Baseball Coach Gary Frederick
has announced the names of six
recent high school graduates who
have indicated they intend to enroll at Central this fall.
All are expected to turn out
when Coach Frederick issues his
baseball call next season.
They include:
Bobby Vaughn - Ellensburg
High School.

Rick Hall - Sunnyside High
School.
Stan Cole - Timberline High
School, Olympia .
Timberline
Greg Bennett High School, Olymp!a .
Dale Sienknecht - Tekoa High
School.
Jim Russell - John R. Rogers
High School, Puyallup.

The health insurance plan that
everyone's asking about!

MIJTIJJ\L OF OMAHA•s

IDE·RA~G

®

HEALTH INSURANCE
A bold new concept in
stetrical Benefits for
health care-coverage that
Mother plus Nursery Benmeets the challenge of rising
efits for Infants
hospital and doctor bills.
• Provides Paycheck Pro• Pays Increased Daily
tection - cash every
Room Benefits
month in or out of the
• Pays Double for Intensive
h.ospital when the breadCare
winner is sick or hurt and
• Pays Maternity and Obcan't work

Call me for fun details

JIM KINNEY & ASSOCIATES
PHONE 968-3968
Representing

ThP Gomp.mq th11t p11qs
Life Insurance Affiliate: United of Omaha
MUTUAL Of OMAHA INSURANCE COMPANY
HOME OFFICE' OM ... HA, NEBRASk"
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Field .hockey team
outlook is optimistic

RUNNING SCARED? Tom Lionvale's cross country team members jog around the pavilion in preparation for tomorrow's inyitational meet. Anyone wishing to see Lionvale's boys in action had better show up
at the pavilion at 11 a.m. tomorrow to join a car caravan to the Naneum area. (Photo by Jones)

Wildcat harriers
debut tomorrow
The CWSC cross country team
opens its schedule this Saturday
with the Central Washington
State Invitational meet here in
Ellensburg. This year's squad,
regarded by Coach Tom Lionvale
as "young and fun,'; includes only
one senior, a couple of juniors,
and a host of sophomores and
freshmen .
Despite finishing in a tie with
Eastern for first place in the
EvCo last year, the team lost
five of its seven men through
graduation and must be rated
with a question mark this year.
The lone senior this year is
former Navy underwater demolition man, Len Kunz, who will
also run the 880 in the spring.
Returning lettermen are juniors
Steve Curd and Steve Weller and
sophomores Paul Slichter (4.18

mile as a freshman), Ken Cameron and Bob Johnson .
Other teams in the m-eet this
Saturday are Yakima Valley College, Alaska Methodist University,
University of Victoria and the
Armpit Athletic Club, an alumni
team composed of last year's
senior runners from Central. The
race will be run on a 6. 7 mile
course at a 3500 ft. elevation on
logging roads in the Naneum
area.
Since the course is impossible
to find without a detailed topographical map and a reliable
compass, a car caravan will leave
for the meet from Nicholson
Pavilion at 11: 00 Saturday.
This is the only scheduled home
cross country meet this fall so this
could be your one and only opportunity to see the Wildcat C.C.
team at work.

FOR THESE COMING ·COLD,
COLD DAYS WARM UP TO
SOME DELICIOUS
HOT CHOCOLATE

~.,,, ·'''''''''

ONLY

9~

A CUP!

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL VALID .
MON. THRU WED., OCT. 9, 10, 11

AT THE

DRIVE IN·
Just across campus on 8th

Optimism in the face of adversity must be this year's women's
field hockey motto. Despite lacking enough players to scrimmage
with, a squad that can only be
described as young and inexperienced, and a tough schedule,
coach Dr. Jean Putnam main~ains a guarded optimism.
With Dr. Putnam out beating
the bushes for more, there are 19
players turning out with 22
needed to scrimmage. Without 24
to 26 hockeyists on the field,
including a few as substitutes,
Dr. Putnam indicated she
wouldn't be able 'to field her
usual two-squad team.
Numbers aren't all that coach
Putnam has to · worry about.
Two-thirds of the women competing at present have either no
experience or one year and the
other third have only a couple

years of experience. One reason
for that is the graduation of 10
seniors off last year's 8-4 squad.
To top it all off their schedule
is nothing to wink at. Starting
tomorrow with an intersquad
match at 10 a.m. the women have
two matches every weekend with
a total of 16 scheduled for the
year, four more than last year.
Wlth an eye to the fact that
field hockey is played in two
thirty minute continuous halves
with no substitutes until · halftime, the emphasis in. prlfctices
has been on both condi(joning
and controlling the ball~ Dr.
Putnam noted.
~
Two senior co-captains fP,r the
season are Jill Bingeman~ from
Curtis and Betsy Romine ~: from
Prescott. Barbara Ryan is;· manager and Miss Jean Boyungs the
assistant coach.
·
~
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Dependency clause unconstitutional
by Janet Dugan

staff writer
A tax dependency amendment
to the Federal Food Stamp Act
was declared unconstitutional
last month by a Federal District
Court panel.
The amendment, which was
put into effect last April, stated
that anyone 18 or over who was
claimed as a dependent child for
federal income tax purposes was
ineligible for food stamps. If
that person married, ~is_ or_ her

spouse also became ineligible.
Tom Watson, welfare eligibility
examiner of the Department of
Social and Health Services, said
that 50 hearings challenging the
amendment were held in Ellensburg. "Students were the most
vocal group in this controversy,"
he said. "They got the rules
changed."
Almost all college students are
eligible for food stamps, according to Watson.
Outside influences no longer
affect the_jl!_dividual's eligibility.

"Parents no longer affect eligibility, even if they are sending
their child money every month,"
he explained.
A student who is sharing a
household with other persons
may qualify for.. food stamps if
he meets the eligibility requirements. "The individual's net income determines his eligibility,"
Watson said. "The combined net
incomes of the persons in the
living structure will not affect an
individual's eligibility."
However, persons who are living

together may apply for the stamps
as a unit rather than as individuals. The group's net income
would determine its eligibility,
but that net income could not
exceed the limitations placed on
the number of people in the
household, according to Watson.
"People in living groups would
receive greater benefits if they
applied as individuals," he added.
Prior to April, there was a
state-wide policy that persons
under 18 were not eligible for
food stamps. "Now," Watson ex-

plained, "anyone living in a
household situation where he
buys his own food may be eligible
regardless of age."
Eligibility for food stamps is
based on net income. Watson defined net income as "that figure
remaining after deductions for
tuition, rent, medical care and
child care are made." If the
amount left after these deductions is $195 or less, he said,
the person is . eligible for food
stamps. The ceiling on net income rises as the number of
persons in the household increases.
''There are many students who
are eligible for food stamps but
are not getting them," Watson
pointed out.
Persons interested in the food
stamp program may contact the
Department of Social and Health
Services in SUB 209 from 9 a.m.
to noon and l to 3: 45 p.m. Monday through Friday.

ASL meets,

discusses
varied to_pics

Queen Helene Mint Julep Masque 15 Minute Treatment
Must Show Immediate Improvement or - YOUR MONEY BACK!
A New York Doctor, working with a cosmetic laboratory, has developed a simple
home-treatment that rinses away blackheads in a matter of minutes. It was demonstrated recently on five teen-age girls
and three boys.
The results were breath-taking. Blackheads really rinsed away. In fact, many
could be seen on the cloth used to wash
off the Masque. But this wasn't all! Acnepimples improved after one application,
enlarged pores reduced, and rough complexions became cleaner, clearer and
smoother looking. These results certainly
indicate why teen-agers are now saying
"this is one product that really works" ...
and why mothers of teen-agers have
endorsed its use.

The Masque-Cream Treatment is indeed
a remarkable discovery, not only for clear
healthy skins, but also for the self-confidence, poise and self-esteem a fine complexion brings to teel')-agers!

Anyone Can Use It
If you suffer the agony of teen-age blackheads, acne-pimples and rough unsightly
complexions, giveyourselfth is home treatment at our risk. Apply this delightfully
Mint-Scented Cream and within 2 or 3
minutes an absorbing agent, call~d Argilla,
dries and turns this cream into a plasticlike masque. You will now feel as though
hundreds of "tiny fingers" were softly
kneading the skin, loosening pore-caked
dirt, blackheads and foreign impurities.
As it firms and hardens, its suction-action
dtaws out waste matter from the pores ...
In 15 minutes you simply rinse the masque
away with lukewarm water which dissolves
it immediately. When you wipe your face,
you can see that blackheads and other
pore "filler',- actually come off on your
towel. And your skin feels clean ... really
clean ... refreshed, smooth like velvet!

Start Now
Improve Your Complexion
Don't take a back seat or be a wall-flower
because of bad skin. If you want to get your
full share of fun and parties ... clear up
your complexion and let Mint Julep
Masque "Lead the Way"! You certainly
owe it t _
o yourself to try a single fifteen
minute home treatment to convince yourself that this new Queen Helene masquecream can work wonders for you.
©

Attention!
MOTHERS of Teen-Agers

Queen Helene Mint Julep Masque is a
MUST for you, too! It will help tighten
sagging skin on face and throat, relax
tired face muscles and stimulate a fresher,
cleaner, more youthful complexion. Try a
medicated Mint Julep Masque Treatment
YOURSELF. You'll be delighted with the
skin-tightening experience and more alive
feeling that comes with every treatment.
Queen Helene Mint Masque is only $3.00
for the six oun&e jar, enough for over 3
months of daily home treatments. Buy it
today! Start using it immediately! Prove
it to yourself at our risk, for one full
month. If, at any time during the month,
you are not completely satisfied, simply
return the unused portion and you will
get back every penny of your purchase
price.

r- -MAIL NO RISK COUPON-- 1
TODAY

Please send me the Queen Helene Medicated Mint Julep Masque as indicated below
on guarantee of satisfaction or money back
for unused portion.
D 6-oz. jar enough for 3 months daily home
treatments $3.00

D

Remittance enclosed, send postpaid
Please Print

ADDRESS----------CITY - - - - - - - - - - - - -

STATE

IP----

L- - - - - - - - - - - - - -~

A plan to divide the campus
into voting districts and the
possibility of a parent weekend
were the high points of the ASC
Legislature meeting held Monday
night in room 103 of the SUB.
Debbie Berto, ASC administrative assistant, proposed a plan
which would divide the campus
into five voting districts, each
having two representatives to the
legislature. The one exception
would be District 2, which would
have only one legislator to represent roughly 200 students.
The proposal was referred to a
committee in an attempt to produde other alternatives to this
plan.
A delegation from SPURS, a
nationwide service organization
of students, appeared before the
legislature with a request for an
ASC funding of $800 to be used
for a "parent's weekend" in the
spring.
Representatives from SJ;>URS
contended that there is a definite
desire among the parents of Central students for some activity
which would allow parents to
feel more involved with campus
life.
Because the event is slated for
the distant future, no concrete
program or cost estimate could
be given at this time.
One legislator remarked to her
colleagues that SPURS "has
always done the dirty jobs that
nobody ever wanted'' and should
now be given the chance to do
something "really important."
The motion was passed to allot
the money but because the
exceeds $500, the motion must
again be passed at the next
meeting.
Other business included preparations for the upcoming student elections next month, in
which four on-campus and six
off-campus positions will be open,
and a request for ASC help in
nominating faculty members to
the newly enlarged Judicial
Board.

Para Laboratories, 1970

11911
FOR SALE: Hiking and climbing
boots. Lowe Cirvettas. Size 9112
International. Worn twice. 9251947.
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Five local men attend
drug education seminar
For two weeks in September
a five member team from Ellensburg attend a drug education
seminar at Mills College, a
private girls' college at Oakland,
Calif.
The seminar was sponsored by
the Office of Education of the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare . with training in
drug education by the Institute
for Social Concern.

"DADBURNIT" - Rushed by Central coeds Julie Lowe, left and Jan Harrell, Festus Hagen reluctantly
declines to join Central's Rodeo Club because of a pending date in Los Angeles with Matt and Kitty.
Festus did watch the girls perform in barrel racing competition at the Yakima Rodeo Sunday. Many club
members will be in attendance at next Saturday's student rodeo in the Ellensburg arena. Cowboys and
cowgirls interested in joining Central's National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association affiliated club should
contact Julie or Jan or the club's faculty advisor John P. Foster, assistant professor of journalism.

HAPPY HOURS MON. · FRI. 8:30 TO 9:30 SAT. 2 TO 5 P.M,

THE TAY

and street people.
"We were exposed to training
in the area of community organization and in the area of community awareness , and we
brought back some techniques to
hopefully make the community
aware of problems and try to
find solutions to the problems,"
said Sands.
Sands also said, "It is our
hope to meet with people of our
community to discuss mutal problems. We did not return from
Oakland with the feeling of
being experts. We went as individuals and came back as a
team and Will function as a
team, and will available to answer any questions anyone has
concerning our two week training.
"We view ourselves as a
helping, supportive group that
does have access to many resources. The team feels that .a
drug information center is needed
and hopefully in the near future
one will be set up. Also we
hope to facilitate a better understanding between the college and
the city of Ellensburg."

The team from the EllensburgCWSC Drug Abuse Council consisted of Leo Beck, school district
psychologist; Bill Elkins, an employe of Pacific Northwest . Bell
and chairman of the board of
Open House; Rick Pyeatt, director of Open House; Ed Sands,
advisor in the Educational Opportunities Program at Central,
Kent Keller, a student at Ellensburg High School.
The instructors from the Institute for Social Cl'ncern exposed
the team to pharmacology, family counseling, conflict resolution,
crisis intervention and drug education from both professionals

LI BERTY Theatre

OPEN 6:45
925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUES.
Shows Nightly 7:00 & 9:00 - Sunday 5:00- 7:00- 9:00

FIND YOUR HAT FOR THE COMING
HAT PARTY .

ST ARTS WEDNESDAY, October 11th
CLINT EASTWOOD as
A
ALLEN FUNT'S

~

"JOE KIDD"
The VILLAGE

I
..

"MONEY TALKS"
OPEN 6:45
925-4598
ENDS TUESDAY

------~------------!!!!!!!!
Showings At 7:00 &

9:3_0 Each Night

'A Clockwork Orange' is one of the
few perfect movies I have seen in my
lifetime. -Rex Reed, N.Y. Sunday News

Z\I T TICNIC s
-

I

n

COME IN AND .

.FJ .

500 MT. VIEW, ELLENSBURG

SEE OUR ALL

NEW STOCK RECEIVED
EVERY W EEK - TOP ARTISTS

NEW RECORD SHOP

.~
-' .1

LARG EST STOCK
OF RECORDS AND
8 TRACK TAPES
IN ELLENSBURG &
THE LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN TOOi

·

l'MNLCY' KUBRICK'S

ST ARTS WEDNESDAY, October 11 th

"FRITZ The Ca t" & "The STA TUE"
ELLEN Drive-In
Charlton
Heston in

I

OPEN 7 :00
925-3266
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

"SKY JACKED"

Plus This Suspense Co-Feature

HAL WALLIS
·

Production

,

"REDSKYAT
MDRNINB
11
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PHILCO®

MONEY
SAVER

DISCOUNT
STORE

505 N. PINE

Component Stereo System

Philco built-in SYSTEM IV adds the exciting realism
of 4-dimensional sound to regular or encoded
stereo records and FM Stereo broadcasts • 4-speed
automatic/manual turntable has magnetic
cartridge, Cue-Control, Calibrated Dial-A-Gram,
Anti-Skate• FM Stereo, FM/ AM radio has POSITUNE
for precise tuning and drift-free reception, flywheel
vernier tuning• Sealed 4-speaker Air Suspension
Sound System with one 8" woofer, one Audio-Dome
tweeter and 4 lbs. of sound-purifying baffling in
each enclosure.

REGULAR s319.95 - NOW:

Model
M4780BWA

Hours: M · f 9 to 7 Sat. 9 to 6
Closed Sunday Phone 925-3133

Personal Portable TV

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

PHILCO® Component Stereo
with Turntable and FM/ AM Radio
•Solid state chassis is fully transistorized, except for
high voltage rectifier• Instant sound-picture follows
in seconds• Front-mounted VHF/UHF channel
selectors• Full range front speaker• Carrying handle
•Telescopic VHF, loop UHF antennas• Choice of
cabinet colors-Dove White, Model 83118WH.
Tangerine, Model 83118TG.
Harvest Gold, Model 83118HG.
Philco, 8" Diagonal,
Black & White, Reg.
$109.95, Now Only

8g95

STUDENT SPECIAL!
NEW PHILCO SOLID STATE
Regular $49.95
TAPE RECORDER

s219s

$

STUDENT
SPECIAL.I

PHILCO

Built-in 4-speed automatic/ manual turntable teatu1 t:S
Floating-Touch tone arm• Diamond/sapphire stylus
• Dust cover, 45 RPM spindle included • FM Stereo,
FM/ AM radio features Easy-View, Black-out tuning
dial • lighted slide rule vernier tuning• FM Stereo
On-Dicator • AFC• Automatic FM Stereo/Mono
switching circuit• 100% solid state chassis• Jacks
for auxiliary input• "Sound Cube" speaker
enclosures; each with 6" round speaker with 3/4 lb.
magnetic structure for quality sound reproduction in
compact cabinets

Regular
_$ 149.95 - Now

s12995

PHILCOMATIC II COLOR TV WITH

hands

• • •

tunin

GD

The better idea people

$9995
• FM Stereo, FM I AM receiver
with built-in 4-speed
automatic turntable, twin
speaker enclosures
• Includes dust cover
•.Model M4710AWA-1

1. Just select the channel ... see the light
You've seen the chimp tune it on TV

So simple
anyone can tu·ne it!
Model 4880 BWA

There's nothing like Philcomatic Hand_s-Off Tuning.

You just select the channel and when you see the Philcomatic
Light come "on,'' you let go. That's all there is to it. The Philco
set fine tunes itself automatically and locks fn the proper settings for Color, Tint, Contrast and Brightness to give you a
bright, sharp color picture!

Get all these features, too!

• 100% solid state chassis with 14 easily replaceable modules
for long life, outstanding reliability • Philco Patented Black
Matrix Picture Tube assures bright, sharp color pictures • Instant Play. You get picture and sound the instant you turn set
on • Special Cosmetic Color Circuit for improved face tones
• Hideaway control panel door • Dipole telescopic VHF. loop
UHF antennas • Detachable reflection shield • Deluxe rollabout stand included • Private-listening earphone •.Cabinet
finished to match Walnut• 19" picture measured diagonally

Philco 19" Portable,
Color. Reg. $519.95

'43995

